In vivo bioluminescence imaging of labile iron accumulation in a murine model of *Acinetobacter baumannii* infection
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Iron is an essential metal for all organisms, yet disruption of its homeostasis, particularly in labile forms that can contribute to oxidative stress, is connected to diseases ranging from infection to cancer to neurodegeneration. Iron deficiency is also among the most common nutritional deficiencies worldwide. To advance studies of iron in healthy and disease states, we now report the synthesis and characterization of iron-caged luciferin-1 (ICL-1), a bioluminescent probe that enables longitudinal monitoring of labile iron pools (LIPs) in living animals. ICL-1 utilizes a bioinspired endoperoxide trigger to release α-aminoluciferin for selective reactivity-based detection of Fe$^{2+}$ with metal and oxidation state specificity. The probe can detect physiological changes in labile Fe$^{2+}$ levels in live cells and mice experiencing iron deficiency or overload. Application of ICL-1 in a model of systemic bacterial infection reveals increased iron accumulation in infected tissues that accompany transcriptional changes consistent with elevations in both iron acquisition and retention. The ability to assess iron status in living animals provides a powerful tool for studying the contributions of iron metabolism to physiology and pathology.
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Iron is an essential mineral for nearly every form of life, owing in large part to its ability to cycle between different oxidation states for processes such as nucleotide synthesis, oxygen transport, and respiration (1, 2). At the same time, the potent redox activity of iron is potentially toxic, particularly in unregulated labile forms that can trigger aberrant production of reactive oxygen species via Fenton chemistry (3). Indeed, iron deficiency remains one of the most common nutritional deficiencies in the world (4), and aberrant iron levels have been linked to various ailments, including cancer (5–7), cardiovascular (8), and neurodegenerative (9) disorders, as well as aging (10). The situation is especially complex in infectious diseases, where the requirement for iron by both host organism and invading pathogen leads to an intricate chemical tug-of-war for this metal nutrient during various stages of the immune response (11, 12).

The foregoing examples provide motivation for developing technologies to monitor biological iron status, with particular interest in methods to achieve in vivo iron imaging in live animal models that go beyond current state-of-the-art assays that are limited primarily to cell culture specimens. In this regard, detection of iron with both metal and oxidation state specificity is of central importance, because while iron is stored primarily in the ferric oxidation state, a ferrous iron pool loosely bound to cellular ligands, defined as the labile iron pool (LIP), exists at the center of highly regulated networks that control iron acquisition, trafficking, and excretion. Indeed, as a weak binder on the Irving–Williams stability series (13), Fe$^{2+}$ provides a challenge for detection by traditional recognition-based approaches (14), and as such we (15–17) and others (18–20) have pursued activity-based sensing approaches to detect labile Fe$^{2+}$ stores in cells (21–25). These tools have already provided insights into iron biology, as illustrated by the direct identification of elevations in LIPs during ferroptosis (26, 27), an emerging form of cell death, using the ratiometric iron indicator FIP-1 (15).

We now report the design, synthesis, and molecular imaging applications of iron-caged luciferin-1 (ICL-1), a first-generation caged luciferin probe that enables in vivo iron imaging in living animals. Work from our laboratory and others has demonstrated the utility of caged luciferins in vivo (28–30) for measuring transient small molecules (31–34), enzyme and transporter activities (34–46), protein–protein and cell–cell interactions (42, 47, 48), and copper (49). Indeed, previous work from our laboratory utilized a Cu-dependent oxidation reaction to uncage luciferin for in vivo copper imaging (50), a first demonstration of a general activity-based sensing (ABS) strategy which we envisioned expanding to other essential metals in biology by changing the reaction trigger.

**Significance**

Iron is a required metal nutrient for life, and its altered homeostasis is associated with a number of diseases. We present a bioluminescent reporter for visualizing iron pools in living animals, where iron-dependent uncaging of α-aminoluciferin enables sensitive and selective imaging of ferrous over ferric forms of iron in luciferase-expressing cell and mouse models. Application of this technology to a model of systemic bacterial infection reveals elevation of iron in infected tissues that accompany markers for increased iron acquisition and retention. These data establish the ability to assess iron status in living animals and provide a unique platform for studying its contributions to stages of health, aging, and disease.
In ICL-1, we caged d-aminoluciferin with an Fe\(^{2+}\)-reactive endoperoxide trigger (15, 17, 51) inspired by antimalarial agents that exhibit Fe\(^{2+}\)-dependent pharmacology (52, 53). ICL-1 was designed to undergo metal- and redox-specific Fe\(^{2+}\)-dependent cleavage to generate d-aminoluciferin, which can interact with the firefly luciferase enzyme to produce red light output through a catalytic bioluminescent reaction. ICL-1 is capable of monitoring changes in LIPs in live cells and mice under situations of iron overload and/ or deficiency. Application of this technology to a mouse model of systemic Acinetobacter baumannii infection, a Gram-negative bacterial pathogen that infects susceptible intensive care unit (ICU) populations, reveals an elevation of LIPs by in vivo imaging that coregisters with increases in total iron as monitored by ex vivo imaging using laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). This unique tool for imaging iron in living animals provides a platform for probing the contributions of this metal to physiology, aging, and disease.

**Results and Discussion**

**Design and Synthesis of ICL-1.** Our design of ICL-1 involved caging d-luciferin with a 1,2,4-trioxane scaffold (51) used previously for in vivo delivery of therapeutic payloads in an Fe\(^{2+}\)-dependent manner (50, 54). The excellent pharmacokinetic properties of these therapeutic conjugates suggested that ICL-1 would have suitable in vivo properties for the desired imaging applications. In the conjugate form, ICL-1 is an incompetent substrate for the luciferase enzyme. Upon Fe\(^{2+}\)-promoted reduction of the peroxide, however, a cyclohexanone intermediate is formed that spontaneously releases free d-aminoluciferin, which luciferase can transform to produce a bioluminescent signal (Scheme 1). d-Aminoluciferin imaging can be used as a control for changes in enzyme activity and can be used in parallel for signal normalization. Scheme 2 depicts the synthetic route to ICL-1. Briefly, commercially available 6-amino-2-cyanoethylisazolole is activated using triphoshogene, which is subsequently reacted with (±)-trans-1,3-propanediol to yield carbamate 2. Cyclization of 2 with D-cysteine-HCl affords ABS probe ICL-1 after HPLC purification.

**Reactivity and Selectivity of ICL-1.** Fe\(^{2+}\)-dependent reactivity of ICL-1 was assessed in aqueous solution buffered to physiological pH (50 mM Heps, pH 7.4). Treatment of 5 \(\mu\)M ICL-1 with ferrous ammonium sulfate (FAS) as an Fe\(^{2+}\) source at concentrations spanning 25–100 \(\mu\)M shows a dose-dependent increase in bioluminescent signal in the presence of luciferase (Fig. 1A, gray bars), saturating at a ~7-fold bioluminescent signal enhancement at highest Fe\(^{2+}\) concentrations, when incubation is performed aerobically, versus a ~30-fold bioluminescent signal enhancement at the same Fe\(^{2+}\) concentration, when incubation is performed anaerobically (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The observed signal increase is Fe\(^{2+}\) dependent, as coinubcation of ICL-1-luciferase solutions with the Fe\(^{3+}\) chelator bipyridine (BPy) results in a decrease in bioluminescence intensity (Fig. 1A, gray patterned bars). Further control experiments establish that iron-dependent responses are not observed with the parent d-aminoluciferin substrate (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), aside from a slight decrease in signal observed with hemoglobin. ICL-1 exhibits high selectivity for Fe\(^{2+}\) over other biologically relevant d-block and s-block metals, including redox-active copper and cobalt transition metals (Fig. 1B). A modest response is observed with free copper salts, as is similarly observed for the related fluorescence probe FIP-1 (15). However, as a typical eukaryotic cell exhibits a ~10-fold higher level of iron over copper coupled with the high buffering capacity of copper with glutathione and metallochaperones (picomolar to femtomolar \(K_d\) values (55–60), the modest response to free copper salts suggests that ICL-1 should have sufficient selectivity to detect alterations in biological ferrous iron levels. ICL-1 is also selective for labile Fe\(^{2+}\) over other biologically relevant forms of iron that are tightly bound to proteins and cofactors, such as transferrin, ferritin, hemin, and hemoglobin, as well as Fe\(^{3+}\), along with reductants glutathione, N-acetyl cysteine, \(\beta\)-mercaptoethanol, and ascorbic acid (Fig. 1C).

**ICL-1 Detects Changes in Labile Iron Levels in Living Cells.** We next sought to evaluate the ability of the ICL-1 probe to detect changes in Fe\(^{2+}\) levels in live cells. Initial experiments employed a luciferase-expressing prostate cancer cell line, PC3M-luc, that has been shown previously to respond to Trx-puro (17), a cellular Fe\(^{2+}\) probe based on the same caging moiety used in ICL-1. Cells were supplemented with various concentrations of an iron salt (FAS), iron chelator (BPy), or FAS followed by BPy, and then treated with ICL-1 and imaged using a CCD camera (IVIS, Xenogen) for bioluminescence (Fig. 2). Iron supplementation results in an increase in ICL-1-dependent bioluminescence that can be attenuated by addition of BPy. Additionally, iron deficiency induced by treatment with BPy alone results in a decrease in ICL-1 signal relative to basal levels. Notably, ICL-1 exhibits excellent stability in media (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Additionally, ICL-1 signal is unaffected by short-term treatment with a cell-impermeable, extracellular iron chelator, bathophenanthrolinedisulfonic acid (BPS), suggesting that observed ICL-1 reactivity is due to intracellular, as opposed to extracellular, iron (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Control experiments with the parent d-aminoluciferin substrate show no sensitivity to iron status.

The probe was further evaluated in a broader set of luciferase-expressing cell lines and with additional iron chelators. In addition to PC3M-luc, a second prostate cancer cell line (LNCaP-luc), breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231-luc), and embryonic kidney cell line (HEK-293-luc) were each treated with FAS, the iron chelators desferroxamine (DOF), BPS, or BPy, or a combination of FAS and BPy for ICL-1 imaging (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Consistent with what is observed using PC3M-luc cells, LNCaP-luc, MDA-MB-231-luc, and HEK-293-luc cells supplemented with 100 \(\mu\)M FAS exhibit increased light production relative to untreated control cells, and these increases are attenuated by coinubcation with the iron chelator BPy. Likewise, iron depletion induced by chelator addition results in decreases in ICL-1-dependent bioluminescence in all cell lines tested. Again, control experiments confirm that...
**ICL-1 Detects Changes in Labile Iron Levels in Living Mice.** Having established the ability of ICL-1 to assess labile iron levels in living cells, we next utilized this chemical tool to visualize labile iron stores in living mice. For these studies, we employed FVB-luc<sup>c</sup> mice strains using the actin-promoter to induce expression of this enzyme in virtually all organs. The i.p. injection of varying amounts of ICL-1 (10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 nmol; SI Appendix, Fig. S7) into age- and weight-matched male FVB-luc<sup>c</sup> mice was performed with subsequent IVIS imaging of the live mice. The ICL-1–dependent bioluminescent signal rises with increasing probe dose in the range of 10–50 nmol, with saturation at ≥100 nmol of injected probe. The signal shows the most intense localization in the peritoneal region and is consistent with the expected high levels of iron in the intestines (Fig. S4). Administration of ICL-1 into the bloodstream via retroorbital injection mirrors the signal visualized in animals with α-luciferin injected through the same route (SI Appendix, Fig. S8). The long-term clearance kinetics in male FVB-Luc<sup>c</sup> mice was evaluated at a dose of 25 nmol of ICL-1; the bioluminescent signal sharply increases from 0 to 20 min postinjection of the probe and slowly clears by 6 h (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 A and C). The clearance kinetics differs from that of α-luciferin, the native substrate of firefly luciferase, which peaks in bioluminescence at 5 min and rapidly clears by 3 h (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 B and D). The observed differences between the metabolic clearances of ICL-1 and α-luciferin are consistent with the slow kinetics of the trioxolane-based trigger to release the parent luciferin from ICL-1 upon reaction with Fe<sup>2+</sup>, relative to bioluminescence generation from enzymatic recognition and clearance from the system. Interestingly, the ICL-1 probe response is different between male and female mice, with the females exhibiting a greater than twofold increase in signal over males (SI Appendix, Fig. S104). In contrast, injection of both male and female mice with equivalent doses of α-luciferin results in similar bioluminescent signal (SI Appendix, Fig. S10B). The results suggest that females may have higher resting levels of LIPs compared with males, an interesting but complex observation that merits further investigation (61, 62).

To determine the responses of ICL-1 to elevations in iron levels, male FVB-luc<sup>c</sup> mice were treated with a sublethal dose of an iron supplement, ferrie ammonium citrate (FAC), 1 h before probe injection (Fig. 3). The data are plotted as a ratio of signals from treated animals over animals under basal conditions, determined from a 25-nmol i.p. injection of ICL-1 for each corresponding animal 2–4 d before treatment with FAC. Treatment of FAC-supplemented mice with 20 mg/kg ICL-1 introduced by i.p. injection resulted in a ~77% increase in signal over mice treated with Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) vehicle alone. In contrast, FAC-supplemented mice that were subsequently treated with the ferrous iron chelator BPY for 20 min before probe injection (8 mg/kg, i.p.) showed a ~47% reduction in signal compared with mice treated with vehicle alone. Further experiments establish that ICL-1 can also respond to depletion of basal levels of LIPs, with a ~86% decrease in signal observed in mice treated with BPY (8 mg/kg, i.p.) compared with vehicle control. In line with what was observed in cell-based assays, mice treated with the same doses of either FAC or BPY and imaged with parent α-luciferin do not exhibit differences in bioluminescent signal (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). Taken together, the data establish the ability of ICL-1 to monitor fluctuations in the labile ferrous iron levels in living animals.

**ICL-1 Visualizes Changes in Labile Iron Pools in an A. baumannii Model of Systemic Infection.** To showcase how ICL-1 can enable in vivo studies of iron biology, we next utilized this reagent in a live-mouse model of bacterial infection. Indeed, host–pathogen interactions involve a competition for iron as a central resource that is essential to both host organisms and microbial pathogens (63). The vertebrate host employs immune defense mechanisms to regulate iron pools against invading pathogens, which in turn have counterstrategies to evade such defenses. As a starting point, we turned our attention to *A. baumannii*, a Gram-negative
infection remain. The fold change of the mean gene expression in the livers of infected mice from those of mock-infected mice. Ferroportin (FPN), transferrin receptor (TfR), divalent metal transporter-1 (DMT-1), hepcidin, lipocalin-2 (LCN2), ferritin heavy chain (FHC) and light chain (FLC), and regulator of iron metabolism (Fur) and its regulon during nutrient iron starvation.

Given the importance of iron regulation to A. baumannii, we utilized ICL-1 to assess alterations in iron status in living mice infected with this pathogen. Male FVB-luc+ mice were systemically infected with wild-type A. baumannii (2.0 × 10^8 to 4.0 × 10^8 CFUs) or with mock treatments (PBS; termed “mock-infected”) through retroorbital injection and imaged with ICL-1 with an IVIS imager 24 h postinoculation (Fig. 4A). Following the in vivo imaging experiments, the lungs, hearts, kidneys, and livers of the mice were harvested and homogenized, and the bacterial burdens were enumerated. The inoculated mice confirmed detectable levels of infection in all organs tested, consistent with sepsis (Fig. 4B). Compared with mock-infected mice, the A. baumannii-infected mice displayed notable elevations in total bioluminescence signal from ICL-1 (Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Fig. S12A). Importantly, such differences between mock and infected cohorts were not evident in mice that were imaged with β-luciferin that is not iron-responsive (SI Appendix, Fig. S12B). Moreover, we observed a patent difference in the iron-dependent localization of ICL-1 bioluminescence signal in infected versus mock-infected mice. The highest signal intensities in the mock-infected mice are localized to the peritoneal region, whereas the ICL-1 bioluminescent signal in the infected mice is localized to the upper dorsal regions of the animals, which contain the heart, lung, and liver (Fig. 4A). This infection-dependent signal increase was further validated with ex vivo bioluminescent imaging after ICL-1 administration (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). Furthermore, the degree of bacterial burden in the lungs, hearts, and livers of the individual mouse largely track with the observed localization of ICL-1 signal in each corresponding mouse (SI Appendix, Fig. S14). In contrast, while some slight relocalization in signal was observed in infected mice imaged with β-luciferin (SI Appendix, Fig. S15), possibly due to ATP release or altered respiration in infected tissues, the changes were to a far lesser degree than in the infected mice imaged with ICL-1.

Having observed the differences in labile iron stores between mice infected with A. baumannii compared with mock controls, we next performed ex vivo metal analyses on the tissues of the

**Fig. 3.** ICL-1 monitors labile iron dynamics in luciferase-expressing mice. FVB-luc+ mice were injected (i.p.) with ICL-1 (25 nmol) after i.p. injection of vehicle (DPBS), FAC (20 mg/kg), BPY (8 mg/kg), or both FAC and BPY. Mice were injected with vehicle, FAC, or FAC + BPY and imaged with ICL-1. (A) Representative images of FVB-luc+ mice treated with vehicle, FAC, FAC + BPY and imaged with ICL-1. (B) Ratios of the total photon fluxes from ICL-1 of treated animals to their basal signals. Bioluminescent photon fluxes were acquired 0–50 min postinjection of the ICL-1 (i.p. injection, 25 nmol). Statistical analyses were performed with a two-tailed Student’s t test (**P ≤ 0.01 and ***P ≤ 0.001). Error bars are ±SEM (n = 3–7).

**Fig. 4.** ICL-1 imaging visualizes changes in tissue labile iron levels and distributions in systemic infection with A. baumannii. (A) Representative images of FVB-Luc+ mice mock-infected (PBS) or infected with A. baumannii through retroorbital injection (dorsal images at 30 min postinjection of ICL-1) and imaged with ICL-1 (25 nmol) at 24 h postinfection. (B) Bacterial burdens in the organs of infected mice represented as scatter plots; bars represent the medians, with each organ being significantly colonized (P ≤ 0.005, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Error bars are interquartile ranges (n = 9–15). (C) LA-ICP-MS analysis of iron in liver tissue slices from a mock-infected and an infected mouse (Top) and H&E stains of the corresponding slices (Bottom). (D) Liquid ICP-MS analysis of total iron in organs of mock-infected and infected mice (24 h postinfection). Data are represented as box-and-whiskers plots (n = 3–9). Statistical analyses were performed with a two-tailed Student’s t test (**P ≤ 0.05). (E) Gene expression analysis of iron proteins in homogenized liver tissues by real-time PCR; mRNA levels are normalized to GAPDH. Data are plotted as the log, fold change of the mean gene expression in the livers of infected mice from those of mock-infected mice. Ferroportin (FPN), transferrin receptor (TfR), divalent metal transporter-1 (Dmt-1), hepcidin, lipocalin-2 (LCN2), ferritin heavy chain (FHC) and light chain (FLC), and regulatory proteins IRP1 and IRP2 (dark gray bars) were measured. Additional housekeeping genes (HMB58 and RPLP0) were included as controls (light gray bars). Statistical analyses were performed on ΔΔCt values with one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons to the GAPDH control (**P ≤ 0.01 and ****P ≤ 0.0001). Error bars are ±SEM (n = 4–6).
infected mice to directly measure and corroborate total iron status. First, to assess whether the changes in ICL-1 signal could be attributed to changes in total iron in the tissues, we performed bulk inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) on the lung, liver, heart, and kidney. Whereas no statistically significant differences in total iron levels were observed in the heart, lung, and kidney, a statistically significant elevation of total iron levels was observed specifically in livers of infected mice (Fig. 4D). Such elevations were further corroborated by elemental analysis of iron distributions in liver sections by LA–ICP-MS. As shown in Fig. 4C; regions of elevated iron were observed in the peripheries of the liver slices of infected mice compared with those of mock-infected counterparts.

With metal analysis data obtained using multiple complementary techniques, we further probed aspects of how *A. baumannii* infection altered iron metabolism in the host liver by analyzing the changes in gene expression of a selected panel of iron proteins in homogenized liver tissues. Specifically, we measured the mRNA levels of posttranscriptional regulators of iron proteins, IRP1 and IRP2; iron transporters, ferroportin-1 (FPN), transferrin receptor (TIR) and divalent metal transporter-1 (DMT1); the two subunits of the iron storage protein ferritin, ferritin light chain (FHC) and ferritin light chain (FLC); and two secreted factors associated with iron, hepcidin and lipocalin-2 (LCN2). Gene expression levels were normalized to the housekeeping gene, GAPDH, and additional housekeeping genes, HPRT1 and RLPL0, were measured to validate the use of GAPDH as the reference gene (Fig. 4E).

Interestingly, a notable decrease in the mRNA of the iron exporter FPN was observed, consistent with a response to increased iron retention in this tissue. In contrast, the mRNA levels of hepcidin, a peptide hormone that regulates iron levels by degrading FPN, shows only moderate elevation at 24 h post-infection. Previous studies with infection models have shown hepcidin induction occurring during the first 12 h of infection (64), and the moderate change we observe is after the time window at which the hepcidin transcripts increase. The notable decrease in FPN mRNA suggests that hepatic iron regulation at this time point may also involve additional hepcidin-independent pathways that involve transcriptional regulation of FPN (65, 66). The mRNA levels of TIR appear unchanged while DMT1 mRNA levels are reduced in the infected mice compared with the mock-infected mice. We also found a significant reduction in serum transferrin during infection (SI Appendix, Fig. S16A). Transferrin has previously been shown to decrease during inflammation (67, 68). Both transferrin and DMT1 proteins are associated with the uptake of transferrin-bound iron. We also observe an increase in the mRNA levels of LCN2, a secreted glycoprotein that sequesters bacterial iron-binding siderophores to limit the bacterial growth (69) and has been implicated as an importer of both non–transferrin-bound iron (NTBI) and transferrin-bound iron (70, 71). Finally, we observe alteration in the gene expression of ferritin subunits, with up-regulation of FHC and down-regulation of FLC, which is consistent with modulation of the intracellular iron storage machinery (72). In particular, FHC has been shown to facilitate rapid iron uptake (72–74). Significant elevation in serum ferritin levels was also detected, with approximately 10-fold increase in ferritin abundance during infection (SI Appendix, Fig. S16B). This elevation corroborates previous studies that identified increased ferritin associated with LPS challenge and bacterial infections (67, 75). Consistent with alterations of ferritin levels is the decrease in the gene expression of the IRP proteins, IRP1 and IRP2, which have been shown to repress translation through binding to the iron responsive element on the ferritin mRNAs (76, 77). These qPCR data, combined with bioluminescence imaging of labile iron stores with ICL-1 and measurement of total iron levels by bulk and laser ablation ICP-MS, indicate that systemic *A. baumannii* infection alters the iron homeostasis of the host, manifested as elevated iron levels in the liver 24 h postinfection.

**Concluding Remarks**

In summary, we have presented the design, synthesis, and characterization of ICL-1, a first-generation bioluminescence probe for in vivo imaging of labile iron stores in living animals, and its application to an *A. baumannii* infection model. ICL-1 utilizes a biopspired Fe²⁺-dependent endoperoxide cleavage reaction to release 7-aminoluciferin and generate an increase in bioluminescent signal with high metal and oxidation state specificity. This probe is capable of monitoring changes in LIPs upon iron supplementation and/or depletion in live cells and animals, enabling the detection of dynamic alterations in Fe²⁺ under physiological and pathological situations. Application of ICL-1 to an *A. baumannii* model of systemic infection showcases the utility of this probe for interrogating alterations in iron status in vivo, as we observe an increase in liver iron by direct ICP-MS and LA–ICP-MS data that is supported by complementary in vivo and ex vivo bioluminescent imaging using this probe. The combination of ICL-1 and related chemical probes with tissue-specific luciferase-expressing mice can increase spatial resolution. Consistent with the observed redistributions of hepatic iron and elevations in total hepatic iron, qPCR analyses of isolated liver tissues after infection reveal concomitant decreases in mRNA levels of the iron export protein ferroportin, increased mRNA levels of the secreted factor LCN2, and modulation in the mRNA levels of key iron storage machinery—namely, increased FHC and decreased FLC. These transcriptional changes are supported by significant alterations in serum transferrin and ferritin during infection. We hypothesize that such transcriptional alterations can serve as important contributors to changes in labile and total hepatic iron stores. By expanding our ability to monitor iron dynamics from cell culture to living animals, ICL-1 provides a unique chemical tool to study biological contributions of this essential metal nutrient and a starting point for developing next-generation probes for advancing our understanding of metals in biology in vivo.

**Materials and Methods**

Full materials and procedures for the synthesis of compounds, spectroscopic characterization, and cellular imaging are described in SI Appendix. Primers used for real-time PCR analysis are shown in SI Appendix, Table S1. All animal studies were approved by and performed according to the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Berkeley and Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Experimental details of animal imaging experiments, infection models, and analysis of tissue and blood are described in SI Appendix.
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